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• This talk is primarily based on the papers   

C. Herzog, IK, S. Pufu, T. Tesileanu, 
Emergent Quantum Near-Criticality from 
Baryonic Black Branes, arxiv: 0911.0400

IK, S. Pufu, T. Tesileanu, Branes with 
Topological Charges and AdS/CFT, to 
appear



Introduction

• Recently, there has been a lot of activity 
on using the AdS/CFT correspondence to 
study p-dimensional gauge theories at 
finite chemical potential for some 
conserved global charge. 

• Since a global symmetry corresponds to a 
gauge symmetry in AdS space, properties 
of such  theories are encoded in charged 
brane backgrounds asymptotic to AdS.



Reissner-Nordstrom AdS

• A simple charged brane solution arises 
from the Einstein-Maxwell effective action

• With the ansatz

The solution is



• The Hawking temperature

• Extremality is achieved for the limiting 
value 

• The near-horizon region of the extremal
solution is AdS2 x Rd-1

• This has a non-vanishing zero-
temperature entropy. The specific heat 
vanishes as ~ T.



Embedding in String Theory

• In many examples of AdS/CFT can try to 
identify the global charge with the R-charge 
of the superconformal gauge theory. 

• However, in these cases, the RNAdS solution 
is typically unstable at low T due to the 
presence of R-charged fields that condense.  
Gubser; Denef, Hartnoll; Gubser, Herzog, Pufu, Tesileanu

• Another instability is due to the `Fermi 
seasickness:’ space-time filling `color branes’ 
emitted to AdS infinity Hartnoll, Polchinski, Silverstein, Tong ; 

Yamada



Topological Charges

• Superconformal gauge theories often have 
non-R global symmetries, e.g. baryonic 
symmetries. In the dual AdS x Y space 
they are related to the presence of non-
trivial cycles in Sasaki-Einstein space Y. 

• If the 3rd Betti number of Y5 does not 
vanish, there are b3 U(1) gauge fields in 
AdS5. 

• Let us look for brane solutions with 
topological charges.



Conebrane Dualities
• Consider placing a stack of N D3-branes at 

the tip of a 6-d Ricci-flat cone X whose 
base is a 5-d Einstein space Y: 

• Taking the near-horizon limit of the 
background created by the N D3-branes, 
we find the space  AdS5 x Y, with N units 
of RR 5-form flux, whose radius is given 
by

• This type IIB background is conjectured to 
be dual to the IR limit of the gauge theory 
on N D3-branes at the tip of the cone X. 

Kachru, Silverstein; Lawrence, Nekrasov, Vafa; …



D3-branes on the Conifold

• The conifold is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold cone X 
described by the constraint           on 4 
complex variables. Candelas, de la Ossa

• Its base Y is a coset T1,1 which has 
symmetry SU(2)AxSU(2)B that rotates the 
z’s, and also U(1)R :

• The Sasaki-Einstein metric on T1,1  is

where

• The topology of T1,1 is S2 x S3.



• The N=1 SCFT on N D3-branes at the apex of the 

conifold has gauge group SU(N)xSU(N) coupled to 
bifundamental chiral superfields A1, A2, in            ,  
and B1, B2 in           . IK, Witten

• The R-charge of each field is ½. This insures U(1)R

anomaly cancellation. 

• The unique SU(2)AxSU(2)B invariant, exactly 

marginal quartic superpotential is added:

• This theory also has a baryonic U(1) symmetry 

under which Ak -> eia Ak; Bl -> e-ia Bl



Wrapped D3-branes

• They are dual to baryon operators such as 
det A1.  

• A minimal 3-cycle is located at constant

and has volume 

• The mass of such a `heavy particle’ in 
AdS5 is

• The corresponding operator dimension 
agrees with the gauge theory  



Turning on the Baryon Density

• A global symmetry in the field theory is 
dual to a gauge symmetry in AdS. 

• The U(1) gauge field corresponding to the 
baryonic symmetry comes from the R-R 
sector 

• Solutions with electric charge 

describe states in the field theory with 
finite baryon number density.



A Consistent Ansatz

• The self-dual 5-form containing the 
baryonic charge is Herzog, IK, Pufu, Tesileanu



• The metric contains two warp factors

• The 5-d effective Lagrangian includes 
these two neutral scalars coupled to 
gravity and the U(1) gauge field



• A convenient 5-d metric ansatz is

• The electric field is determined by the 
baryonic charge density

• The complete background preserves a Z2

symmetry



The Equations of Motion

• Need to solve 3 coupled ODE’s

• Then w is determined via



• The large r asymptotics are

• Using them we can integrate inward and 
find the location of the horizon where g(r) 
vanishes. Can then rescale r so that 



Thermodynamic Quantities

• The temperature, energy density, entropy 
density, baryon  density and chemical 
potential are found via



Numerical Results



Towards the T=0 Solution

• As T->0, Q approaches 6 while the values 
of two scalars blow up at the horizon:

• At T=0 find the near-horizon behavior is



Nearly AdS2 

• In terms of the radial coordinate

• The metric is AdS2 x R3 x `squashed T11’

up to slowly varying logarithms



• On the other hand, in the UV the solution 
is asymptotic to AdS5 x T11 

• The quantum near-criticality in the IR 
emerges from a known 4-d gauge theory 
at finite baryon number density. 

• What produces logarithmic RG flow in the 
IR theory?

• How does the large entropy survive at low 
temperatures? 



Very Low Temperature

• At temperatures exponentially small compared 
to the chemical potential, the horizon is deep 
inside the near-AdS2 throat.    

• This regime may be studied analytically.         
B. Basso, work in progress

• The entropy and specific heat exhibit 
interesting behavior, different from RN-AdS



Stability ?

• The well-known RN-AdS solution, when 
embedded into string theory has a low 
temperature instability associated with 
condensation of charge.

• In our solution with baryonic charge this 
does not happen. We showed that the 
baryons (wrapped D3-branes) do not 
condense. 

• We have not found any instabilities for 
neutral scalars either.



Fermi Seasickness

• Potential for a probe space-time filling D3-
brane reveals that the theory is only 
metastable at sufficiently low temperature.

•



2-Branes with Topological Charge

• Place a stack of M2-branes at the tip of a 
cone over Sasaki-Einstein space Y7 such that 
its second Betti number is non-zero. For 
example Q1,1,1 or M1,1,1

• Turn on wrapped M2-brane charges             
IK, Pufu, Tesileanu

• Look for charged 2-brane solutions 
asymptotic to 



• Assume that the Y7 is a U(1) bundle over a 
product of Kahler-Einstein spaces V1 and V2, 
the first 4-d and the second 2-d.

• There exists a `universal’ harmonic 2-form

• The background with wrapped M2 charge has



• The metric ansatz

• For the limiting value of Q where T=0  

we find a solution that interpolates between 
AdS4 x Y7 in the UV and AdS2 x R2 x 
`squashed Y7’ in the IR.  



• There is also an analytic solution with 
different UV asymptotics but same IR 
behavior

• We have not detected any fluctuation 
instabilities or wrapped M2 condensation.

• This time there is no Fermi seasickness 
either.



Field Theory Interpretation

• Thanks to the work of BLG and ABJM we 
know that coincident M2-branes are 
described by super-conformal Chern-Simons 
gauge theory. 

• Generalizations for N M2-branes placed at 
conic singularities are also possible. 

• For example, the gauge theory conjectured 
to be dual to AdS4xM1,1,1/Zk is U(N)3 level    
(-2k, k, k) CS gauge theory coupled to bi-
fundamental superfields. Hanany, Zaffaroni; Martelli, Sparks; 

Franco, IK, Rodriguez-Gomez 



• The superpotential for this d=3, N=2 theory 
is

• The U(1) Chern-Simons gauge fields are 
usefully combined into

• The `extra’ gauge field A- has a standard 
level k C-S term. An M2-brane wrapping the 
non-trivial 2-cycle is mapped into an operator 
containing an A- magnetic monopole.



• The topological wrapped M2-brane current 
is

• Could this serve as a toy model for 
Fractional Quantized Hall Effect at filling 
fraction 1/k ?

• The wrapped M2-branes are            
`quasi-unparticles’  which interact via level 
k Chern-Simons gauge field A-.

• Our T=0 background describes the theory 
at a critical quasi-unparticle density. The 
flow to AdS2 implies emergent IR quantum 
criticality at this special density.



From M-theory to type IIB

• Reducing along y-direction to type IIA and 
T-dualizing along the x-direction, we find 
that the analytic solution acquires AdS3

asymptotics



• This background describes wrapped D3-
branes intersecting over a circle, with 
momentum along the circle. 

• It is similar in spirit to the D-brane black 
hole constructions ca. 1996-97:        
Strominger-Vafa, … 

but it does not seem to be 
supersymmetric. Is it fully stable? 

• The IR AdS2 theory arises from a   

chiral sector of the 1+1 dimensional CFT 
on the intersecting D3-branes.



Discussion

• I have reviewed some recent adventures 
with top-down constructions of charged 
brane solutions, dual to CFT at finite 
charge density.

• The wrapped brane charges, allowed by 
non-trivial topology of internal space Y, 
offer new interesting possibilities and 
seem worthy of further exploration.


